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Abstruct
The paper is dedicated to the problem for selection of passive noise coryelation

function form and the influence of antenna scanning on the improvement factor assessments
of moving target indication systems in smoothly scanning rad,ars.

Analysis
The design methodology of modern scanning radars is mainly

directed to the problem of moving targets' effective detection. A number of
fundamental monographs (see [rl, l2], t3l, t4l) and apersistently increasing
number of papers are devoted to the theory and design of moving target
indication (MTD systems. Lately, permanent scientific interest in the
problem is being witnessed.

An MTI system consisrs of (cf. Fig.l): phase detector (FD) wirh a
noise phase correction device (NPCD), rejection filter (RF) and integrator
(accumulator) with a threshold device.

The system's main unit is RF that plays a centrar role in interperiod
processing. RF increases the signal-to-noise ratio and decorrelates noise in
the compensation process.

The improvement factor v is to be regarded as a universal quality
index for the MTI systems [3]. The improvement factor y also characterizes
the quality of RF. The improvement factor v is defined as a ratio of the
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(1) ,=F!,)*.
(r-, /p*)r'

where @, trr)"u, and @,,rr)* *"

ratios of the signal's averuge powers and noise in the RF's output and input,
accordingly:

the output and input power ratios

averaged by all target velocities.
we discuss problems affecting the value of the RF factor v of the

MTI systems in smoothly scanning raclars, which are insufficiently
highlighted in literature, namely: the selection of the interperiod corelation
function form of passive noise and the influence of antenna beam scanning.
Different authors are unanimous on the possibility for the form of the
fluctuation interperiod correlation function to be approximately presented
by an exponent (cf. [2], [6]):

(3) ,{, ="*p(-1r - 4Al,\. ru 
.)

where er is the correlation time of the passive noise fluctuations. while
other authors (cf. [1], [3], [7], [S]) recommend an approximation by a
Gaussian curve:

When the form of the correlation function is taken to be of form (3),
the optimal RF consists of a device carrying out a one-time overperiod
subtraction (oToPS) with attenuation in the holding channel that
corresponds to the coefficient of the noise interperiod correlation (cf. l2l,
t4t).
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when using Gaussian correlation function, the RF structure that
provides an optimal compensation is known only in a particular case
rN ) 1 and is coming to a oroPS with maximal frequency rate m= L-r,
where L is the number of pulses in the package (see [2], [4]).

In coherent-pulse radars with frequency repetition ( F, ) of the order
of hundreds of Hz to units of kHz, orops implementation devices with
different frequency rates m are widely applied as RFs. At that, the value of v
in the output is:
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where cfir and, clr are binomial coefficients, (Av - L,cp) and, (Lrr - Lrp)
are Doppler phase accumulation for the signal and the noise during the
tadar's time To. Making a correlation of the noise phase Doppler shift

Le = LV = Q owT p, the denominator in (5) takes real value components.

comparative assessment of v for two utmost forms is to be made
under one and the same noise correlation time. i.e.

(6) j"-'a,=\u-F"'d,,.
oor_

The condition is fulfilled at p ={ . W"obtain:

_V-4ro _( "t;\'(lk-4r,1"
(7) ,',, = r-T und ,iG,, = "-lT 

)l '- ) 
.

A diagram of the RF factor v at m = 1,2, and 3 for the exponential
and Gaussian approximation is given in Fig.2 (see v"*o and. vo). when
increasing the RF elements number, the obtained computed y value for the
Gaussian form is larger by 20 to 50 dB in comparison with the exponential
one, all other conditions being equal. This fact could be attributed to the
singularity of the Gaussian random processes.
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considering from the physical point of view the rear form of the
interperiod correlation function should be a compromise between two
utmost forms. The experimental study (cf. t9l, l10l) has shown that the

correlation function is decreasing according to the dependence - 4 o"
(D

exponentially-parabolic function of the following type conesponds to the
conditions mentioned:

( r \ -atr-rta(8) r(r)=(t+ ur)e o, =lr+ ult< - 4= V ' ',r 
.

\ rN )
The condition for spectrum identification for the exponential and

Gaussian functions is fulfilled for the value b = 2.

The curves coffesponding the to RF factor v dependences for
exponentially-parabolic form are also shown in Fig.2 at oropS frequency
rate m = 7,2, and 3 (cf. vnr). In this case, computed y values take

intermediate position being closer to those for Gaussian approximation and
have to be considered as the most likely ones.

one of the basic factors determining the value of the passive noise
interperiod correlation coefficient is the antenna motion while scanning (cf.
l2l, l3l, [7]). While scanning, a renovation of the elementary reflectors
composition takes place, so that their total number remains one and the
same at times / and r + t ,The biggel the t , the lower the succession.

When the antenna beam diagram is approximated by a Gaussian
curve, the comesponding correlation function can be presented as foliows:

( 6nr^"
-151t r 

I

tal

rn(T n)=e \ "o's '/ ,
(e)

where ry reflects the radar antenna revolutions per minute,
Taking into account the reflectors' chaotic shift and the lenovation

because of diagram scanning, as well as the independency of those two
physical processes, the background correlation function can be presented as:
(10) ruo,o(r) = r* (r).rn(r) .

Further on, an exponentially-parabolic approximation expression
like (8) will be used when anaryzing the influence of antenna beam diagram
scanning. Fig.3 shows the dependence of the v factor for two-star RF (z =
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2),that has been calculated using the expression (5) for strong (t* =l}ms)
and weak (tn =25ms) correlated noise at resolution velocities of r7 = 3 and

6 min-r . For the sake of comparison, the maxim al attainable factor v values
with motionless anten na ate shown as well (r n o* r"o"h) .

It is seen from the diagram in Fig.3 that antenna motion results in
decreasing ofthe v factor values. In this particular case, the decrease is 4 dB
at rl = 3min-i and 10 dB at r7 = 6min-r .

An averaged v factor is most often used in practice that is calculated
on the basis of expression (5). According to [3], the numerator in (5) is
changing by a constant coefficient, as follows: 1 for m = 7; 3 for m = 2 and.
10 for rn = 3. Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the averaged y factor of a two-
star RF on passive noise correlation time for the cases of motionless and
moving antenna with r7 = 6 min-r.

The exponentially-palabolic form determines again an intermediate
position. when noise correlation time increases, scanning influence
increases as well. The latter can be explained by decorrelation and widening
of the noise spectrum.

Conclusion
The basic conclusion is that the advisable form of the passive noise

interperiod correlation function is the exponentiar-parabolic form.
The computed values for the improvement factor v of the order of

40-50 dB are in good coincidence with the data published for smoothly
scanning radars.
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BbPXy rr.fKotr [poEJrEMI4 HA PEAJITTSAIII4flTA
IIA rrHAIIr(AUr4OHHr4 CT4CTEMII C ABI4XTETTIA CE rIEJr

B PAAAPII C TJIMKO CKAIINPAHE *)

B. [avron, A.Kapauuuren
Llucmumym 3a KocMuuecrcu uscnednaHutr - EAH

PesroJ%.e

Crarusta e nocBereHa Ha npo6nenaa sa us6op na Sopuara Ha

Kopenarl[oHHara Qyurqur Ha ilacuBHkrfl rxyM vr B[ruflHr4ero Ha cKaHr{paHero
Ha aHTeHara Bbpxy orleHKara Ha Qarropa Ha ycbBbprueHcrBaHe Ha

I'IHAI4KarI[OHHr4 Cr4CTeMr4 C ABrr]Kerrla ce qen B paI.apu c rnaAKo cKaHrrpaHe.
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